
RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR CAMBERS OF KALANDRA CAMPISITE 2022 

     
1.    Upon entering the Camping, the Camper is obliged to present and deliver a 

copy (photocopy) of his/her Passport or Identity Card as well as his Camp 
Card, if he is a holder.  
 

2.     The opening hours of the Camping Reception are 07:00 - 23:00, arrivals and 
departures hours 08:00 - 22:00. 
 

3.     During the hours of common quiet from 14:30 - 17:00 and from 24:00 - 
07:00, each Camper is obliged not to disturb and to respect the peace of 
others. 
 

4.      Campers are obliged to be careful not to damage the facilities or 
equipment of the Camping. Campers are especially asked to pay attention to 
the lawn, the trees and the natural environment. In case of damage to the 
facilities or equipment by fault of the Customer, he is obliged to pay the price 
of the damage he caused. 
 

5.       The gate closes at 24:00 sharp and opens at 07:00. During the hours 24:00 
- 07:00 it is forbidden to move any vehicle inside the Camping (Car - 
Motorcycle - Bicycle). No one is exempt from the rule even if there is a 
special reason. 
 

6.       Visits are allowed only after the Camping Reception is informed by the 
permanent camper who must notify in time that he is expecting a certain 
number of visitors with specific names. In case visitors for whom the Camping 
Reception has not been informed appear, they (the visitors) must contact the 
permanent camper themselves and ask him to come to the door in order to 
allow the entry of his guests. 
The Camping Management has the right to refuse the entry of visitors either 
because the number of visitors that the Camping can host has been 
exhausted or because they are visitors who have shown unconventional 
behavior according to the Camping's rules of operation in the past. 
It is also strictly forbidden for pets (dogs-cats) of visitors to enter the 
Camping area. The permanent camper who has received visitors is obliged to 
inform them that upon entering the Reception they must present ID or 
Passport or Car License in order to be allowed to enter the area otherwise 
they cannot enter the Camping area. 
The staff of the Reception and the Camping Management have the right to 
prohibit the entry of a visitor who, in their opinion, will create a problem in 
the proper operation of the Camping, as well as to immediately remove the 
visitor who does not behave in accordance with the regulation of operation 
of the Camping (for which the permanent camper is obliged to notify his 
guest). 
The charge for spending all day or for overnight stay is posted in the price list 
of 2022. 



Visitors' cars  are not  allowed within the campsite. 
In case the visitor does not have an ID he must be identified by the Camping's 
permanent camper.   
It is forbidden for visitors to enter the Camping from the beach area, in case a 
visitor is found in a camping spot without having declared his arrival at the 
Reception, the management has the right to remove the customer camper  
from the Camping. Also the visitor on his departure and exit should inform 
the Reception of the Camping in order not to continue the charge that the 
permanent camper will have for his guests for whom he is responsible to 
inform them about the Camping's regulation of operation.  
 

7.     Electricity consumption at the Trailer spots should be limited. The use of 
electric hobs (electric hotplates) or electric ovens is strictly forbidden. 
Electricity consumption will be checked with a meter installed at each spot. 
The use of electricity for the spots of season 2022 up to 500 klw is free. 
 

8.     We inform you that only ONE pet is allowed in each trailer which must be 
declared and approved by the Management, a pet that has not been declared 
and for which no permission was given by the Reception and the 
MANAGEMENT will be removed from the Camping site.  
In addition, as the number of pets has greatly increased, Management and 
staff inform campers that they must abide by all the terms of the regulation 
regarding pets so as not to remove the pet and camper from the Camping.   
Dogs must be tethered and muzzled. Their free movement in the Camping 
and especially in the coastal area is strictly prohibited. In case the dog 
bothers it should be removed immediately. It is also forbidden to treat stray 
dogs (animals) in the Camping area. Finally, pet owners must ensure that the 
animals' physical need is met outside the enclosure of the Camping and after 
at least 15 meters and that dog feces must be collected by their owners. The 
space has to be kept clean, as it is important for our hygiene. If the 
Management deems that a dog is dangerous for the area and for the 
campers, the customer should obey the company and remove it immediately 
and if he does not obey, the company has the right to remove the camper 
customer from the area.  
 

9.    Customers belonging to the Camper Package category are not charged with 
the Camping daily invoice but with the amount stated in the Spot Reservation 
Agreement that EXPRESSLY states AGREED PRICE & SPECIFIC TIME of use per 
space (Trailer - Tent spot) by specific persons during the CAMPING's 
operation period and is submitted to the competent Tax Office. 
They also have the right to use a single car to enter the Camping for each 
spot. 
The maximum speed of wheeled vehicles inside the Camping is 5 km. The 
driver of the car that will move faster will have the Entrance Card removed 
and he will NO longer be allowed to enter the Camping. Entrance is also 
forbidden to a Car driver who, in the opinion of the Guard, has consumed a 
quantity of Alcohol or other substances.  



For the proper operation of the gate you must obtain the entry card for the 
car no later than 10/06, which is charged with a guarantee amount which is 
returned at the end of the season upon delivery of the card. In case of loss of 
the card the amount of the guarantee is non-refundable. 
 

10.     It is forbidden to wash Cars, Boats and Trailers inside the unit; it is allowed 
only in the special area that exists for washing.   

 
11.    The movement of Boats - Surfing inside the demarcated area with buoys is 

also prohibited and access to the beach is allowed only from special corridors 
where the parking of boats is allowed.  
 

12.   You will need to get a 6 kg fire extinguisher and place it in a visible place 
outside the trailer and wheel tent. Outdoor fire, roasting or for other 
purposes, as well as the charcoal- wood grills are strictly prohibited by the 
fire safety law. Only Liquid Gas grills are allowed in certain areas. 

 
13.  Fireworks, lanterns in the air and any kind of them are prohibited because 

there is a risk of fire.  
 

14.   It is forbidden for the permanent camper to put a tent or anything else in his 
spot. 

 
15.     Camping Management has absolutely no responsibility for the loss of items 

due to theft or damage. Campers must take care of their own property. 
Valuable items can be given for safekeeping at the Camping Management 
where there is a security area and safes. 
 

16.     Camping Management is free from any liability for harm - theft - damage - 
fire caused to the Trailer, Wheel tent, Motor home, Tent, Car inside the 
Camping site during the operation period or Winter season due to a third 
party or weather phenomena (flood - lightning, snow, fire, tree fall).  
 

17.     The movement of bicycles within the Camping is determined from 09: 00-
14: 00 and from 17: 00-21: 00. Parents are kindly requested to take care of 
the schedule accordingly. It is also forbidden for bicycles to pass between the 
aisles of the trailers, the use of the aisles between the trailers is allowed only 
for pedestrians. Bicycles must have front and rear lights in order to be 
perceived by cars and pedestrians. 
 

18.     Parents of minor children have an obligation to constantly supervise and 
protect their children. In public areas (shops-WC-SHOWERS-stadiums-beach) 
they must accompany them and are responsible for their behavior.  
 

19.     It is forbidden to fence your premises with wires or ropes because they are 
extremely dangerous for your physical integrity and especially for the elderly 



and young children. The Customers must move through designated roads or 
access corridors. 

 
20.   In the first ten days of June (if the weather permits it) the Camping staff will 

place the spots where you can place your umbrella (up to 2.50 diameter 
open). Larger diameter umbrellas will be removed by Camping staff. 
 

21.     The spot where the trailer or tent is placed is indicated solely by the 
Camping staff. It is also forbidden to change spot without the prior approval 
of RECEPTION (reception). 
 

22.     Please be very sensitive in public areas (W.C., SHOWERS, etc.) and do not 
consume hot water and electricity unnecessarily, because careless use leads 
to a significant reduction and degradation of services provided. Observe the 
schedule for the cleaning of the chemical toilet which is: 10:30 - 12:30 & 18: 
30-20: 30. 
 

23.     It is forbidden to use water with a hose for washing and watering trees and 
plants which are the responsibility of the Camping staff.    

 
24.    Stay and overnight stay of more than 4 adults + 2 minors in any camping 

vehicle is forbidden. 
 

25.    The suspected or confirmed COVID-19 case should be removed immediately 
from the Camping site as well as all residents in the same camping vehicle 
due to quarantine which can NOT be done at the Camping, in order to make 
the necessary disinfection of the area. 
 

26.     The signer of the Trailer Spot Reservation Agreement is responsible to 
make sure that all persons he declares that are staying in his trailer are 
complying with the regulation and he is obliged to inform them of all the 
terms of the operating regulation and they have to comply with it. 

 
27.    Entrance to the Camping is free for all permanent campers, those over 15 

years of age listed in the spot reservation agreement by presenting an active 
vaccination or illness certificate and for as long as it is valid. Those who have 
not been vaccinated and those whose certificate has expired must present at 
the entrance a 48 hour RAPID TEST or a 72 hour molecular test which, if they 
remain in the area, must present active every three (3) days, by an official 
body (RAPIT TEST). For children under 15 years old, parents must submit the 
special form (SELF TEST) as in schools every three (3) days. 

 
28.    The customer has the obligation to observe effortlessly and exemplary the 

protection measures against COVID-19 that will be imposed by the Camping 
Management as well as the protocols of the National Organization of Public 
Health (E.O.D.Y.) for tourism businesses, as well as any measures that will be 



imposed by EODY regarding the operation of the Camping in fullness and 
operating time. 
 

29.     In case the campers do not follow the current regulation and are not 
disciplined in a reprimand or suggestion made to them, the Camping 
Manager has the right to prohibit them from staying or entering the Camping 
and even order their removal from the Camping site. 
 

30.     In any other case in which the Camping Management deems that the 
customer's behavior is dangerous for the safety of the rest as well as for the 
proper operation of the business, the Management is solely competent to 
decide on the recommendation or removal of the customer.   

 
 
 
 

WE WISH YOU HEALTH AND A CARELESS SUMMER  

 
 
 
 
 


